









To Many Friends For Useful
And Lovely Gifts
WILL HOLD INFORMAL AT HOME
The portion of the Botany-Zoology
Building now under construction is
nearly completed. One cannot have
followed the history of the Botany por-
tion of this building and known of the
gifts that have been made towards de-
fraying the expense of construction
and equipment, without being reminded
of the so-called "friendship church."
It is thought that members of the col-
lege will be interested in learning of
these contributions.
The first gift was made by Miss
Susan Minns, only a few weeks before
College Hall burned. This gift totaled
more than $75,000 before work on the
building was actually begun. In her
letter announcing the gift. Miss Minns
writes that it is made because of her
founder of the department. Many 1
r!it.-.
3 to the department
and to the college. A few weeks before
the Stone Hall fire, a friend sent $50
"to purchase some little thing for the
Department Office which we would
feel that we could not ask the College
to buy", and only last week a check
for S5 came with the message, "I want
to help."
The beautiful old black walnut case
placed in Che cabined "n:.v<:ptio:-.
Room and Department Office" was
purchased by Mr. Durant and given to
Miss Hallowell for use in the Botany
EMINENT FRANSICAN FRIAR
WILL LECTURE ON MYSTICISM
The Department of Biblical History
announces that a lecture which should
prove of unusual interest in this ter-
centenary year of the death of St.
Francis is to be given by Father Dun-
stan Dobbins, O. S. F. C, on Tuesday.
May 31, in Billings Hall. The subject
The Catholic Church and Mysticism is
one for which the speaker is peculiarly
fitted by several years in the study of
divinity at Oxford. A member of the
Capuchin branch of the Franciscan
order, he is the first Catholic priest to
pursue such a study since the Reforma-
tion. The subject of his thesis for the
baccalaureate degree was The Mysti-
cism of Saint Bonaventure. Father
Dunstan is an Englishman and is at
the present time, in conjunction with
other members of the Order, engaged
in giving missions and retreats in the
eastern part of the country.
At the Davenport Reading the an-
nouncement was made by the Reading
and Speaking Department that Theo-
S0CI0L0GY 208 CLASSES HEAR
TWO LECTURES ON CASE WORK
At 9:40 and 10.40 Wednesday of this
week Professor Katherine D. Hardwick
of Simmons College lectured to the
class in Sociology 208 on Case Work.
On Friday Miss Raymenton of the
Consumer's League will speak to the
same classes, in room 122 Founders
JUNE PLAY PRESENTED
IN SPIRIT OF THE TIMES
Barnswallows' Plan Effective For
Twilipht Presentation of
Euripides.
LATE DINNERS IN THE VLLLAGE
June Play of '27 differs in several
espects from June Plays of former
years. Electra by Euripides, translated
Gilbert Murray, is the work selected
. the traditions ..f
THE VASSAR NEWS ANNOUNCES
MANY CHANGES IN CURRICULUM
In accordance with the college-wide
interest in curriculum. The Vassar
Miscellany News of May 11 printed its
New Curriculum Plan passed by the
faculty with a vote of 46-4. This plan
goes into effect for those entering in
ie fall of 1930.
The chief emphasis in a student's
urse is to be placed on her major
;ld. Fifteen hours is the minimum
any major field, these hours includ-
ing courses taken in satisfaction of any
requirement and such co-requi-
ss than twelve hours of advance
field. Advanced work is defined as
jork based on two years' pre-requisite
ccepted by a department and offering
pportunity for independent study. The
mjor field is to be selected at the end
f the freshman year.
"In each semester freshmen will se-
?ct four courses of three hours each,
ne from each of the groups given be-
dw. Election from any one group may
.e deferred until the sophomore year if
student wishes to elect in her fresh-
nan year two subjects from one group.
-provided a suitable




A science with laboatory work must
i offered in this group if a unit in a
nee was not accepted
COMING EVENTS
for piano and violin,
one by Grieg and the other by Beetho-
ven, will be played at the Friday even-
ing concert by Miss Jean Wilder and
Mr. Albert Foster, both of the Music
Department. The piano solos which
Miss Wilder will play are to be com-
positions of Scriabin, MacDowell and
Float Night is scheduled to begin
very promptly this year at 7:15 with
STUDENTS FROM MANY NATIONS
! TO INHABIT UNIVERSITY CITY
is as usual—the races followed
formation of the W. the Chris-
each float is expected
provide a grand finale ab(







'ho have had a laboratory science be-
college or are taking
science at the same time.
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
i,i pi-..:,!!-.- !>. );..
close and exciting times this afternoon.
Don't miss the Lacrosse, nor the ten-
nis, and keep an eye on that '27 Base-
Next week C, A. i
per on the house
may sign up for Freshmen next year.
If you want a particular freshman,
one is urged not to let her neglect in
forgetting to sign mean that some
little
CEDAR HILL CARNIVAL
Chinese Tea Room Moving Picture,
For the benefit of the Dennison
PAY DAT—MAY !
The Se
> make its final disbursements and to
ose Its accounts on May 31, and
ould therefore appreciate a payment
>r the completion of your pledge for
32G-1927 on that date. Anyone wish-
ic the statement of her payments may
obtain it at the C. A. office.
PAY DAY—MAY 31
FIELD DAY NOTICE
Break Your Training With
Good Food Field Day
world, has a new educa-
a University City.
For years students have been scattered
throughout the city wherever
could find lodging. To remedy tr
uation, six years ago a large-h
benefactor offered ten million francs
to erect a group of don
University of Paris wou
property. "So far as
;
E. F. Baldwin, who describes the Cite
Untveisitaire in the Outlook
18, "this was the first effort
Middle Ages on the Continent looking
towards student corporate
breaking away from habits of
ualism, and bringing about the
community cheer in lodgings
The plan soon becan
in scope; a part of the land is offered
gratuitously by the University
nation which desires to do something
for the benefit of its own students.
And so there is rising a Cite Univer-
sitaire, unlike any other college cam-
pus because it comprises buildings Hum
various nations. The French
tories were opened in 1925; sir
the Canadian, Argentine, and Belgian
buildings have risen, and £
and English ones will soon follow. Last
summer, some two hundred American
students, including the Wellesley
bers of the C. I. E. tour, lived, during
their stay in Paris, in the dormitories
which have so far been completed. Ap-
plications for building grants have beer
filed by Italy. Spain, Switzerland
Sweden. Poland. Holland. Hungary
Jugoslavia. Portugal, Brazil. Cuba
Mexico. Persia, and ourselves.
The Cite is situated on the southerr
boundary of Paris. The group of seven
-It i
ries are a bit of Oxford plumped down
in Paris. They have simpler Gothic
lines than those at Princeton and Yale.
Already the ivy has grown several feet
< Continued on Page 3. Column 1)
SILVER BAY
your application blanks for the
Bay Conference, if you wish U
the C. A. office in the Ad Build'
nd have them in before June 1
ssible. Watch C. A. Board fo:
is. and see Grace Lee, 28 Free^
if you have any questions.
Greek Drama are being carried out
with the utmost care. It was custom-
ary for the Greeks to present their
Dramas at twilight, and in accordance
with this, Barnswallows plans that the
performance of Euripides will be given
from 6:00 P. M. till 8:30 P. M. on Tupelo
Point. The dates chosen are June 18
and 19, with Dress Rehearsal scheduled
for June 17. The Blue Dragon and
the Inn will serve dinner later on these
nights, so that families and friends will
not be inconvenienced by the unusual
hour of the performance. Lucille Fenn
is chairman and Mrs. Hunt is coaching.
The Cast is as follows:
Electra Ellen Bartlett
A Peasant Elizabeth Farrar
Clytemnestra Helen Steers




. Ethel Marie Henderson












SENIORS HAVE NOVEL IDEA OF
FIXING PROM AS NIGHT CLUB
The 1927
this year made Senior Promenade,
Friday night, a great success. The
tables were arranged around the sides
of the hall in night club fashion. This
made sure of having plenty of chairs
for all and a convenient place for the
stead of meeting under the usual letters
on the walls. The orchestra, placed in
the center, was surrounded with ferns
corsages,
black and
Dinner had been served before the
dance at Tower Court where the tables
were decorated with vari-colored cut
flowers, lighted candles and prom fav-
by the sophomore maids. The music
urnished by Bert Lowe's orchestra
of Boston, The Prom lasted until two
jo'clock. The receiving line included:
Katherine Graves, Helen D. Jones,
Dean Waite. Dean Tufts, Dean Knapp.
Miss Smith.
The Committee, which is to be con-
gratulated for having things somewhat
aried and making Prom a successful
vent, consisted of Helen Jones. Chair-
lan; Louise Hunter, Treasurer; Elean-
>r Moak. Decorator; Louise Barrows,
Refreshments; Louise K, Hall, Pro-
grams; and Betty Lynah, Music.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
SCIENCES ARE FAR ADVANCED
IN EARLY HISTORY OF HINDUS
In telling of the con
to early science by the Hindus.
Mahadeva Lai Schroff expressed
conviction that these facts were
vital in themselves, but rather
important in that they showed how
necessary it is to consider the work
done by each nation. If the knowle
produced by all nations can be used
ternationally. much needless repetition
and consequent waste of time and ene
gy can be saved. Certainly this is
laudable principle for science to hoi
and surely, in our age, is more than
mere principle.
According to Mr. Schroff, the weste
world thinks of India only as a land
that produced philosophy and poeti
whereas in reality her ancient peopl
were remarkably advanced, especial







to prove the Pythagorean propo
n not one way but two, as early a:
eighth century B. C.
le fact that there were no Hindi
m-ians has meant that knowledge o
degree of civilization possessed by
these peoples must be
archaelogical studies a




theory. The name Kb
when translated mean;
The belief held by this theorist
that the same forces which form atoms
are those which take part in the form-
ation of molecules.
The numerous facts presented by Mr.
Schroff sounded convincing, but it
would have been well if he had told
more definitely why historians have
reached the conclusions which he gave
as accepted. It is easy to jump to con-
clusions, and in the light of our ad-
vanced knowledge, about atomic struc-
ture, for instance, to fancy we find
some indication of this theory very
much earlier. It is a mistake easily
fallen into by historians who in their
zeal are over enthusiastic about the
facts.
t Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
in this room is the gift of Mrs. Miriam
Powers Barney U911) and her mother
and father; the window draperies are
the gift of Mrs. Grace B. Hosier; the
copper bowl and table scarf in this
same room were given by two friends;
and money has been given for the pur-
chase of a picture for this room and
The Staff Room is i furnished
staff of the Botany Department.
The Graduate Students of the de-
partment have furnished the Students
Rest Room with all the essentials foi
serving tea. The rug for this room is
a gift, and $50 has been placed in the
Savings Bank to the credit of th«
Botany Department to cover the ex-
pense of the first replacement of this
rug. In order to reduce expense tc
the College in the upkeep of these
three, not strictly academic, rooi
friend has provided for the rej
ment of rugs and window draperi
these rooms so long as this building
The electric signs on the first floor
are a gift to the department from thi
electrical engineer, Mr. Louis T. Klau
Miss Grace G. Crocker (1904) ha
presented an Adjustable Microscope
Lamp to be used in research by the
faculty members of the department
This lamp is fitted with a ribbon fila-
ment Mazda bulb, spherical condenser,
and Corning Daylite Glass, and is the
finest type of lamp for research on the
market. Mrs. Emily Locke Ward gives
the desk lamp for the Chairman
Office.
Eight hundred dollars has been give
towards the purchase of the new stei
cases for the herbarium, and $900 t
future, in the purchase
for the museum. The
Projection Apparatus,
(1907) is a most fitting memorial tc
her, an they have established a foun-
dation of $5000 for its maintenance.
Halloivell Memorial Established
With the opening of this new build-
1 long-hoped-for memorial tc
Miss Hi Howell is established. The Bo-
tanic Llbrary, which she founded in
such wisdom, is to bear her name
Within the last month, Miss Minns ha.
given $ 00 to purchase the Curtis Mag-
azine from 1902 to the present time.
This is a very valuable botanical jour-
nal which Miss Hallowell had secured,
complete, from its first publication in
1787 up to the date of the College sub-
cause of lack of funds, the subscription
to this journal was dropped. The de-
partment is very happy that this maga-
zine is now, through the generosity of
Miss Minns, brought up to date, and
that another friend of the department
has assumed, for an indefinite period,
the cost of the annual subscription and
binding. Miss Elizabeth E. Morse has
given $250 for the purchase of books
lotany. Mrs. Alma Seipp
,s added greatly to the
of the library by pre-
Hazard. our honored President during
the last years of Miss Hallowell's active
i the college, has given
i happy to know
:k..l
H.ill.m.'U
li her memory m tnis
in which will be placed
are books purchased by
,
is given by President
another friend of Miss
of the College,
gifts of a less personal
sen made to the Semi-
rid for the Botany de-Centennial Pur
partment. Among these we would men-
jii especially the gift of $10,000 by
rs. E. S. Rousmanier, and the gift
$45,000 by the class of 1905.
As the Botany staff enters upon work
this new building, so splendidly
uipped for its purpose, it would ex-
press its deep sense of gratitude to all
whose interest and untiring ef-
have made the building possible—
nerous Donors, to the Architects.
: Trustees, to the President of the
College. We would further acknowledge
cordially the very intelligent and
ul attention which the Clerk of
Works has given to every detail of con-
We are also happy to ex-
sincere appreciation of the
lterest with which the Busi-
Manager of the College has car-
the building through against ex-
mal odds, and of the cordial and
effective cooperation which he has
department at every point in
to secure a building which
re the largest degree of effi-
ciency possible with the funds avail-
able.
When the building is fully completed
and our equipment is in place, the De-
hopes to have a series of in-
-homes for members of the
College and their friends.
Margaret C. Ferguson.
IN OTHER COLLEGES
lorial in the Bryn Mawr paper
i nils against Gern
Princeton has decided to bee
co-ed. In 1929. dormitories will
Will Rogers kept a Smith audience
in gales of laughter for several r
He guessed that they were supposed
Barnard held a Sacco-Vanzetti
meeting at which two American Civil
Liberties Union men talked. Re
tions were passed favoring a con
aion to investigate the case.
A Current Events Monday (they
Mount Holyoke took up
acco and Vanzetti. and a petition
igned by 382 students was sent to the
governor.
The Connecticut College newspaper
Vassal- notes that the only regulation
for Harvard men is that no student
shall keep a dog in a college building.
Harvard replies, "It is gratifying to
learn that Vassar considers Harvard
the cradle of liberalism. In fact it is
gratifying to learn that Vassar con-
siders Harvard at all."
Vassar students are now asking for
a smoking room in Main Hall.
A rule allowing freshmen one twelve
or two eleven o'clock sit-ups a week
during the first semester has been
passed at Mount Holyoke.
TWO W00DR0W WILSON AWARDS
WAIT AMBITIOUS CONTESTANTS
In an effort to bring to the young
people of the United States a closer
knowledge of the ideals and princi-
ples of Woodrow Wilson which, in nis
written and spoken word, he sought to
express to the people of his own coun-
try and the world," the Woodrow Wil-
son Foundation is announcing an essay
contest. Two awards of $25,000 each
besides a number of supplementary
prizes are to be awarded to the young
man and the young woman between
the ages of 20 and 35 who write articles
which most intelligently carry out the
title chosen for both awards: What
Woodrow Wilson Means to Me.
"Few men have more caught the im-
agination of humanity, and sought af-
Woodrow Wilson. One
gradual growth
ideals under the buffeting of experi-
The Woodrow Wilson Foundation
; every young man and young
quainted with them. That is the reason
the awards."
le aim being entirely educational
,isan political principles are quite
outside of the scope of the contest. A
quotation from a Philadelphia Repub-
ie age limits prescribed for com-
petitors for these substantial awards
;uggest that the object of the Founda-
ion is to promote a study of the Wil-
on ideals by that element of our pop-
ulation which may reasonably be ex-
pected to guide the thought of the
country not next year or the year after
or 20 years hence. For obvious-
one can hope to seriously con-
tend for such prizes without first having
a searching inquiry into the writ-
ings, public utterances and mental pro-
cesses of its subject. This is not a
scheme to create converts to the Demo-
cratic cause, but to broaden the out-
look of our young men and women with




A special edition of the more important
literary and political papers and public
addresses has been prepared for the
contestants.
may be obtained
The Woodrow Wilson Foundati







by Norumbega for her six recently
chosen Village Juniors to meet theii
village hostesses. The event took tht
form of a first birthday party.
Mrs. Gowing entertained her girls oi
'27, '28. '29. and '30 at tea on Sunday
May 15. Mrs. Gowing is moving, Julj





;ind these are the <
Brassieres, $1
Glove silk or satin.
60 inch pearl beads, $1
Other novelty jewelry, too.
Bridge prizes and gifts, $1
Kalburne house dresses, $
Gowns, $
Embroidered cotton or voile.




You may subtract .
any garment $15
Two other outstanding values
All silk Chiffon hosiery, Imported Sunsun hats, $1.95






Open for Students' Guests.
Week End Parties
Call Wellesley 0449-R
DR. P. E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
WABAN BLOCK Tel. Wei. 0301
Office Hours 2.30-5 Other Hours
Appointment.




DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST





Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist











r Permanent Guest, at
11 WABAN STREET
eakfast. served if desir,
Telephone 0218-W
MAY SALE
White Satin bandeaux $.90





We carry a full line of
DEXDALE HOSIERY
IVY CORSET SHOP
8 Church Street, Wellesley
WELLESLEY COLLEGE CONTEST SUBJECT
Why I Wear Wilbar's Shoes?
FIRST PRIZE
One pair Wilbar's shoes.
SECOND PRIZE
One pair Wilbar's own hosiery.
Conditions: Open to any student of Wellesley College except staff <
this paper. Essay to contain no more than seventy-five words.




On Friday. May 27, at 6 o'clock,
Shakespeare Society will present A
Midsummer's Night's Dream at Tupelo
Point. The hour was chosen for art's
sake, as the light at that time would
be just right for the play. Some of the
dormitories are planning to have a
light supper earlier than regular din-
ner for those who wish to attend, an
there will be supper for sale at Tupel<
Thirty-four years ago the Society
first presented Midsummer Night'
Dream, in what was then the wood
near Longfellow Pond. In 1898 the
play was given with such success that
the Department of English Litera-
ture gave the Society a silver hunting
horn to be used in subsequent perform-
ances when Theseus awakes the lovers,
for, they said, "If Puck does not be-
witch it, it will sound our grateful
praise." A newspaper account de-
scribed the play at length. "The spec-
tators were seated on the declivity be-
neath the trees near Longfellow Pond:
and the play took place in the dell be-
low." This is where the walk to tht
Library now runs. "There was a rho-
tive grades on the recominrnd.ttion
from their home institutions.
"Before long the seventy acres, we
can confidently anticipate, will be well
:overed with national buildings and
s'ith a student population reaching at
east thirty-five hundred. The Cite
vill then certainly be one of the sights





e act play by S
Dramatic Society
nth no sugar coa
e has been reserved u>r community
:tures. such as a refectory. ;
.
an auditorium. There will
hospital in the inclosure. Tennis
ts, football and baseball fields
"The i
left of the scene of action; where,
when darkness came on. the birds were
singing blithely." The article further
states that "the only stage furniture
was a throne, which was trotted on and
off the scene by two of Wellesleys
meek-eyed hired men, according as the
scene was or was not the palace of King
Theseus." The reviewer's praise of the
costumes was lavish. "With the sole
inspiration of Abbey's illustrations,
they had evolved delicately shimmer-
ing effects of tulle and gauze and lawn
that flitted into the swathe of calcium
light, and vanished again among the
trees like vision of faery."
In the 1902 performance the part o
Quince was played by Miss Elvir*
Slack whom the present juniors anc
seniors knew as a member of the De-
partment of English Composition. In
1893. Miss Florence Converse was Puck
- economy in student ex-
pleasurable physical sur-
roundings. More valuable than these
closer international understanding
With a steady, daily informal liv-
ing side by side, permanent value
should develop, if from nothing more
ideas among students active
me field, whether of
)i- sport. Thus the Cite
should become a notable school of in-
ternational helpfulness."
ce of In the Morgue,
ida Cowan, indicates
part of the Brown
• tings, no pretensions.
y could present a subject
even more revolting, as
In defense, the players
might say—Why disguise life—truth—to
avoid shocking delicate sensibilities?
But we would protest that the truth
is not always sufficient excuse fo
gloating in its ugliest details.
Although we do not exactly admir
Brown's taste we think the actors han
died the play with considerable abil
ity, especially Caren,
the Morgue. His hoarse, grating
eerie gestures created much i
atmosphere, intensified the sitt





ar will be the .
Night's Dream












Hermia Kate Keene Johnson
Helena. Agnes Dugan
Oberon Helen Powers
Puck Mary C. Bostwick





Fairy Trains: Sally Finch, Kathro Witt
Ellen Douglas Gordon. Rose Loben-
stine. Marion Fairfield.
Court Attendants: Katherine Graves,
Eleanor Baton. Evelyn Klein, Amoret
McDowell.
Costumes: Margaret Bush, Mary Bost-
Properties Anne Sargent Hayward
Business Manager Sarita Fajardo
are concerned, by an
French authorities to i
in their buildings for
Thus, the French, comii
;arn English, and
into the French buildings
French. The location assigned to us is
to the Belgian building. The
American University Union has ap-
proved the plans for
students, and it is hoped that v
soon be actively participating
valuable educational enterprise.
stage, a more natural actor than Craig
ew assistant, who carried a diffi-
cult part verging on
whose acting was quite
on the whole creditable.
The atmosphere which he!
the play was also most effectively
wrought by the setting, dull gray walls,
a table and chairs, and in particular,
by the men's sharply outlined shadows
on the wall.













something less than 400 students, about
a fifth of whom are women.
"Lodging privileges in the Cite Uni-
versitaire buildings," Mr. Baldwin con-
tinues, "will not be open to mere dilet-
tanti for lounging and pretending to
work. As are the French, so all the
dormitories are designed, first of all.
for advanced students, and then for
those of high rank in their respec-
treshmen under
e same terms as Economics."
In addition, two hours of Hygiene is
required in the first semester of the
freshman year unless the student is
exempt because of having had an
equivalent course in school. In place
course, those exempt may of-
additional hour in two courses
under the requirements for
freshmen one hour is to be added to
any one of the four courses selected.
In the second semester. Advance-
S|.)Mrh lor those required to tal
"Independent study, not neces
connected with attendance at any
may be credited toward the degree up
to a total of four hours a semest
junior year and six hours a sen
in senior year in departments included
in a student's major field. This
cia-.su: world in contrast to cold-
, death undisguised, the moderr
world with its futile cry for equality
Again it must be admitted that wc
think Brown might have done well tc
give something other than Pygmalion
Galatea by W. S. Gilbert. It seems
e the type of play that would ap-
to better advantage on the profes-
sional stage. Pygmalion, an Athenian
sculptor, created a beautiful statue of
*a. In love with his hanriiwoi-K
ged for it to have life, and lo, the
gods gave her life, but a
10 all mortals concerned
markLiblv
-raceiul womanly ere;
ably, although it occasionally grew flat
and tiresome. Poor Myrine, Pygmalio
sister, had difficulty in performing
skirts, and particularly in modulating
his booming voice. Perhaps it i;
. the;fore he appears
will develop a clearer, more
open tone. Pygmalion interpreted his
part unusually well. He was sustained
throughout, and we particularly liked
is scenes with Galatea. At moments
irly good, Pygmalion's wife was rath-
disappointing.
The audience apparently enjoyed
ie comic parts, and some were funny.
it others verged on the trite or were
Page 6, Col. 2)
tinuation or
course. Its scope and projected amount
must be approved in advance and test-
ed by examination, topic or other
ns. To be eligible to the privilege
ndependent study a student must
be of honor grade in her major field."
Before the senior year, In one se-
ester no more than eight hours may
i taken in one department.
"The total number of credit hours in
applied arts (Art. Music, English
Speech) are restricted to twelve as a
lum with not more than ten in
any one department. Freshmen may
not elect more than one credit hour a
semester in applied arts.







Which Assure the Success of






all it be plain, Howered
the other it must b
es the chiffon frock Hid hinlilijihts i in i
Timer fashion horizo n! Soft filmy gow
nety. >omc with lace yokes, other, wit
N- of softly-tied hows in orchid, in rose
-t.in.i blues vivid orange, reds, or smar
ick anil white. Whatever your choice vmi'l
glad to own a chiffon frock
.
. for th
ne class day, the garden party and summe
e, the informal evening. 29.50 to +9.50
The Large Hat
May be of ha r, w til flower unc er and <
brim, or with rich velvet band. Or mi
perhaps, very
-hir Or the
lightful chouq uette ? Be that as
th the chiffe n frock
speaks Dame ]"ashion. 15.00 up:vards
Fishnet Stockings









overnight and weekend guests,
reakfast Parties, Luncheons, Teas
Partiei
Bridge ind Tea afterw
TEMPLE PLACE
PLEASANT FURNISHED ROOMS
for permanent or transient guests.
Mrs. Fred L. Ward
62 CHURCH STREET,
ROSMYTH CANDY & TEA SHOP
MISS ROSE SMITH
38 CENTRAL ST., WELLESLEY
All Candies Made in our Kitchen
It von uanl II. .n. 'st Value. Qualit>















The question of whether we are
worth what we cost the community
brings up another one, perhaps even
more important. If we are not worth
what we cost, how can we become so?
Certainly, if college trains us to be
citizens who can take a more intelli-
gent part in community affairs than '
been truly
Miss Ger-
iplace where man has e
comfortable!"
We are not upholding
ould apparently is. reversion to the
family-group but we feel that there Is
a great deal in what she says. Taking
our own life here at college, what are
the quintessence of
with an Individual





tern will bring in the millennium.
Mr. Aikman declares that progress
has gone on, but no millennium has
appeared. He advocates the contem-
porary mind which says that man will
never be perfected but may, by personal
experience with the consciousness of
sin, learn individually self-control.
This is the way the world advances.
' !ivl IlKM ' should be made
freshing to find perfectibility scrapped.
The theory of evolution applies to so-
cial and educational problems as well
as to biology, and evolution is not ad-
vanced at a sudden jerk by a sys
It is just as absurd to expect the
riculum to become perfect or that
lege Government may function wit:
any violations of rules as to expect
to become invulnerable from dis
by adherence to a particular diet,
those who are rearranging the College
Government and
:are to improve something defin-
itely wrong instea
expense of that training is somewhat
justified. With four years of prepara-
tion for life, we ought to be able to
adapt ourselves to circumstances in life
and accomplish something wherever we
may find ourselves. If we go back
from college to a small community, for
instance, let's not discontentedly regard
it as a "dead" little town, but let's look
afterthe :
ways dogging our steps, until at the
end of the year, this season especially,
we greet each day as something to be
lived with the least exertion possible.
Was life i
kllnwirdL'e I,, make It ;
large family with all t
|
worries of small children, visiting rela-
use ourjtives. parish problems, infinitely more
place to peaceful and conducive to the expres
a.
I
sion of her "real" nature?
seems as if college students mustj Even should we advocate reversioi
;heir education to some extent to the family group now. it is impos
graduation even though they may
;
sible,—too late to retrace our steps
gone to college for almost
be introducedi but true learning. We have
heard it argued that, at any rate, it
would not be wise to admit only serious
students into college. Some who come
without any great interest in scholar-
ship may be, and often are. aroused to
such interest by more advanced study.
Prom the standpoint of the more
studious, it is perhaps good for them to
have lighter companions to prevent
them from becoming dull "grinds."
Granted that a variety of types is
beneficial, there still remains the ques-
tion: can each individual student, and
not just the comparatively few who go
on to big things, be worth his cost to
the community? That is a question we
should very much like to have answered
constructively in the affirmative. Can




Harpers Kath-in the May
arine Pullerton
length on "Modern Comfort." She is
questioning, if not deploring, the grad-
ual dissolution of the clan or family
Definitely not speaking of the achieve-
ments of medical science in preventing To
and succoring illness, she deals one by
one in a devastating fashion with our
pet foibles, the telephone, the dietitian,
electric lights, canned foods, feminine
dress, over-heated buildings, automo-
biles, and lastly, that acme of modern-
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Only articles thus
signed will be printed. Initials or
numerals will be used in printing
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements which appear in this
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
Contributions should not be over
250
NO ADMITTANCE
To the Wellesley College News:
There is a saying here at Wellesley
that the Faculty must have a part in
everything. This is apparently true
even when the Administration doesn't
ty chaperons. What I refer to is the
Senior Academic Council of last Thurs
On that occasion, by custom for
Faculty :
be admitted. Some were refused,
were told that the students woul
fer not to have them. In spite c
a few Faculty did enter and sta
A Tower Court room then,
And I looked for the rooi
Most everywhere.
lovely double
I had that number
And I made application,
Summer application
To the harrassed Dean.





templated engorgement would allow
my friend to escape, hugging her child
Or another imagery suggests itself.
Imagine the book an asp in disguise.
Had she taken it home, it would have
bitten her in utter abandon. Think
what foresight the librarian had shown
friend would leave murmuring gracious
thanks on leaving the charmed circle.
But never should she be so crude as to
indulge herself in temporary insanity




written in the hopes that '28 wi
tared the embarrassment severa
; had last Thursday, and that in
iture, Members of the Senior





The rhythm of community life has
teen speeded up to a remarkable de-
Tee by all of these, and then while
/e are congratulating ourselves, and
j Mr Aikman
lowing out our chests over the amount
, mlnd has ,
'e are accomplishing. Miss Gerould
|
ther's these ,
ticks a pin into us and laughingly
What For?"
article called Scrapping Perfectibility.
The article contains, perhaps, certain
reflections on present day problems
which do not follow from his premises
and with which it is unnecessary to be
in sympathy to accept Mr. Aikman's
theory that it is the so called "modern
mind" which is now impeding progress.




the present time. It
differs from the mediaeval mind which
magic in getting souls into
ie savage mindion is | heaven and from
made
!
wmch employed its magic iipossible by all these comforts gives the off death, famine defeat and other
.llusion of freedom. When we are not
, catastrophes, in using its magic of "sys-
d limits of
|
tem" to make society good and perfect,
community various "systems" were used, from "giv-
ing man the right religion" and reg-
ulating him religiously, politically, in-
dustrially, to finally in the twentieth
our small family
groups, we feel more free to develop
our "real" natures. "As if, concludes
her article, "the cave were not the onlv
COLLEGE GOVERNMENT
The Officers of the College Govern-
ment Association for 1927-1928 feel that
it is compatible with their inception of
office to state their individual attitude
to the Wellesley College Goverr
Association.
We interpret our responsibilit
members of the college community and
as officers in the College Government
Association to include:
1. Absolute observance of all College
Government regulations.
2. Reminding all to report them-
selves whom we see violating a College
Government regulation or the stai
of academic honesty.
The responsibility here stated is that
which every student, as a member o
College Government, accepts.












The Red Cross asks that we continue
ir collection. Further contributions
ill be gladly received by the Informa-
im Bureau or by Miss Bernice Bulley.
Shafer, or by Miss Ruth Clark of the
French Department.
i I went to Homestead where they t
at Stone Hall.
'When- v. ill they eat when there
It seemed I had no room.
So I didn't go back
To the weary Dean.
I bought myself a fine tent,
3 I'm sorry for the poor girls who 1
in Tower,
I pity the people who dwell in i
n sad for the ones who eat in Stt
Hall—
For they don't have tents, not ar
where there.
ON WHAT OCCASIONS WERE THE
FOLLOWING OCCURENCES IM-





2. An Apple was Eaten
3 A Boy Caught an Apple on his Lap
4. A Girl Tasted a Pomgranate
5. A Cow Kicked
6
.
A Dog Ran Across a Bridge
7. A Spider Spun A Web
8. The Geese Cackled
9. A Teakettle Boiled
10. A Pot Boiled Over
11. A Lamp Swung while Suspended
12. A Man Took a Bath in a House
13
.
A Man Took a Bath in a River
14. A Man Rose and Walked Down
15. A Man Sneezed
16. A King Was Wakeful
17. A Butler Dreamed about a Vine
A Girl Went to Meet her Father
A little girl went into a cave
Woman weu seen with a baby in
jeside a wine cask
Woman passed a Dining room
Woman tore up and Threw away a
Letter.
A Man look d Behind him
A Woman 1 oked Behind her.
A game of golf i
Then hit again and make i
You look around to see who'
it won't do to let then
G. K. Chesterton
\ an itdvfnuire v.iunu'lv
friend of mine made a t
pecially to the library for a boot
as essential for an 8:40 on the mor-
iw. Becoming engrossed in reading
le book she soon found it 9:15 and too
te to become temporary possessor of
le charming necessity. Her reaction
as one of anger, nay even ungracious
ss of words. But with a little imagin-
ion this unfortunate incident might
ive become a most pleasing game.
She might have pretended that the
>rarian was an ogress ready to gobble
) one of her children (the afore-
O, removing it for all
it is truly that—what
good is a Friday's child on Saturday?!
Electrified by the maternal instinct, my
id should take the child with her
should playfully flip another's chil-J
ne ogress' head. The ogress would
i lusty call:
smiled before,







To see Brown players
PRINCETONS THREE FAVORITE
WOMEN'S COLLEGES
DON'T ASK ME ANOTHER
Who was Noah's wife?
Answer: Joan of Arc.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
X* W ?;s %; «,; V ;;,;w ;„; .-; *; .^ ;,;. .„., -;,. - ,<
5 BONWIT TELLER^CQ jf*
.t CjJ -9/L' (Specialty rSAopofOtmlnaHonJ 'O y,
FIFTH AVENUE AT 3ST"5TREET.MEW YORlC g*j5
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I Summer Fashions §*
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^Accessories ||
s| For Women and Misses g^
sjS Thursday - June 2nd g^
Kc| Friday - J//;/e ^r^ j|$
rf§ Saturday - ///we 4#& §
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Fr*. and Sat., May 27 and 2
"GIRL SHY"
I Mon. and Tues., May 30 and 31
S "Tell It To The Marines"
I "The Story of Tin- Slur Spain;!..,
I
Wed. and Thurs,, June 1 and 2
"TOO MANY CROOKS"
Fri. and Sat., June 3 and 4
"The Mysterious Rider"
THE CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL OF
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AND
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
A Professional School for college
The Academic Year for 1927-28











Are facing the question
'WHAT TO DO
NEXT"












Some of you hade a decided bent.
uch money as you can, as quickly
possible,
_
The selling of Life
tli'.-sc points. Wc shall a
your imiuin-.'S without an'
\
INQUIRY BUREAU.









Last week Boston welcomed to net
city another musical comedy, Katja
which has played with great success in
London. New York and Chicago. The
its abode at the Shubert Theatre
.
what purports to be the original
York cast. It would be presump-
^n here and Broadway, so we con-
'-rnUfimm in
> Katja.
e action takes place i
Carlo where Madeleine Collins
Princess Hanoff, and Willia
as Prince Ivo, sing and dance to pro-
cure money for their needy friends in
Russia. While at the home of Count
Orpitch. Katja meets and falls in love
one Paul Hansen, in whom she
to recognize her arch-enemy.
Though love is blind. Prince Ivo is not,
and plans the death of Katja's lover,
who is none other than Carl, Prince of
Karuja. In a dramatic scene Carl es-
capes the attack of the Russians led
by Ivo. and Katja dutifully drinks the
drugged wine intended for the prince.
Of course, the ending is happy. It
seems that Prince Carl was. by his own
admission, merely a "figgerhead" who
knew nothing of the suffering of the
people. Running in and out of the
main story is the lesser love of Pa-
tricia, daughter of Count Orpitch, and
Leander, the Count
Patston and Jack Sheehan
The burden of the entertainment
falls on the comedy couple. Pat am
Leander, who are delightful young
sters. They like their work, and it i
likeable. Pat is a very lively young
lady, while Leander is an incomparabli
comedian. Together they fairly stopped
the show in their uproariously funny
number "Leander." Vladmir and Na-
tasha of the Imperial Ballet danced in
an admirably ayile manner both in spe-
cialty numbers and in one particularly
lovely ballet with the chorus.
Katja would be an excellent song and





Whatever may be said o:
medy will usually apply
el or quite superior one
rather inferior musical
Dearie, has opened at
has redeeming features,
however, some running catchy tunes,
Loveable You, Tit for Tat, and In a
Little Canoe, lovely color and lighting
effects at the end of the first act and
in the opening ensemble of the second
dancing by Jerry Bell.
The so-called plot centers in the
various vicissitudes of making love that
a young football hero suffers on an
ocean voyage. A villainous count, the
. and the hero'sthing, a stupid ma
a game, conspire to keep him from
proposing to the heroine. The really
good-looking hero. Stanley Ridges, and
his very pretty leading lady, Shirley
Vernon, are more than graceful in their
dancing together which is far superior
to the rest of the dancing. We failed
to see anything funny in Jackie Hil-
bert. the platant publicity manager,
who played his part so thoroughly that
we had more than our fill of him be-
fore the end. The second act seems
to be quite an improvement on the
first. If only some of the coarser parts
were omitted the show might stand
whipped Into shape in an in-
bly short time, and, when alter-
l with her Ibsen plays, provided
York with repertory such as all
had declared impossible when the dar-
'he record of the performances of
Civic Repertory Theater shows in-
controvertibly the precedence in public
favor enjoyed by The Cradle Song.
The production of the year with the
number of performances of each runs
thus: Saturday Night—13; Twelfth
Night—26; Three Sisters—39; Inheri-
tors—
-17; La Locandiera—31; John Ga-
l Borkman—16; The Master Build-
28; and The Cradle Song—5^. As-
(dly the list of authors represents
best in the field of drama, but Miss
Gallienne warns that "The Civic
Repertory Theater was not created to
high-brow institution. On
y it is created to be a vital
for the public's everyday
entertainment and development."




across the stage. Tl
Ship's Concert are worth mentioning.
also the leading lady's gowns.
It seemed rather surprising as well as
significant that on the opening night
there were no curtain calls, not many
encores, and many people left just as
the Finale began.
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Harold Lloyd needs
te is coming to the Playhouse tomor-
ow and Saturday night in Girl Shy, a
licture which is as funny and as worth
seing as his always are. The role of
et making a secret study of g
situation which demands a si
without Harold. Girl Shy
the rese:mipus-.iljle
couple in the leading roles
girls who have something
Prince Carl makes a fair lo
tlins" who sit in tin- 1 balroi,;, and
their opera glasses at home, Katja
should provide excellei
WELLESLEY ALUMNA PUBLISHES
NEW BOOK OF LYRIC POETRY
ence Annette Wing, a Wellesley
la, is the author of a book of
"Moon of the Desert," published
in blue cover for Wellesley. Although
poetry she has woven words with a
and fluency which bespeaks the
eager heart, the sensitive spirit. These
s of the homeland and the East
filled with color and rhythm. She
faith in the perpetual freshness of
imagination and understanding of
human craving for Romance.
EVA LE GALLIENNE TO BE IN
BOSTON FOR WEEK OF MAY 30
In these days the mere mention of
the word "repertory" never fails to
evoke a response, which may be either
wildly enthusiastic or scathingly cyni-
cal, according as it comes from the
progressive souls of the community or
from the critics, those beings supposed-
ly soulless. There is. however, ir
America, one repertory company which
lias commanded the respect of e
;ynical and it is quite properly
as Eva Le Gallienne's Civic Repertory
Theater, of New York. Boston
ioked in envy as Miss Le
iccesses have mounted up during this
ist year, arousing not only the com-
ent of America but of Europe as well,
id now the reward of patience is to
ime, for the Civic Repertory Players
e scheduled for a week's enuuwmen;
Boston, beginning May 30. Miss Le
Gallienne plans to allow her Boston
audience to decide whether the unan-
ious praise of The Master Builder.
<ie Cradle Song and perhaps La Lo-
ndiera is merited by her production
Since her appearance six years ago
Liliom, Eva Le Gallienne's way to
xury of the leisurely stardom was not
eant for her. Casting that opportun-
i to the winds, she deliberately chose
e sterner excitement of pulling her
lpany through the
perils of stock production.
Her first hazardous experiment was to
Bi-oss the Atlantic in July three years
igo. to play Jeanne d'Arc and The
Mother of Christ, and last season she
'turned Ibsen into a box-office success"
Her two Ibsen plays. John Gabriel
Borkman and The Master Builder were
in excellent nucleus for her repertory
Decoration Day and Tuesday—May
30 and 31, the Playhouse is presenting
Tell It To The Marines with Lon
Chaney. Those who have seen Lon
Chaney in one of his superb <
parts must be prepared
of a shock to see him as a very typical
Marine Sergeant. Yet his acting is up
to the mark and the study of the re-
lationship between the veteran ser-
geant. O'Hara and the tough good-for-
nothing Skeet is skillfully managed. Of
course the plot involves a girl and good
hard fighting.
Too Many Crooks playing June 1 and
2 is a good farce showing what happens
when "too many crooks" mistake a
society debutante for an accomplice and
invade Long Island. Mildred Davis
takes the part of Celia Mason, the
daughter of a retired banker, a
daughter whose chief ambition is to
write plays. The story begins when
she maintains she can write a better
crook drama than the one she has just
by (
"bad i
? Guild of Boston Artists is hold-
;s general spring exhibition at its
galleries. For those interested this of-
rs the best of Boston art, but—Good-
leed's Bookshop is showing English
joiviii-; Prints and Audubon's birds.
Goodspeed's is one of the institutions
Boston and a most characteristic and
interesting one. It is officially and
trily a second-hand bookshop
! it is possible to buy many a rare
reasonable prices. It is useless however
expect to pick up for nothing at all
ne fine and valuable book, for, un-
fortunately, the proprietors know in-
finitely more than the amateur col-
can hope to know until after
the
i conducting a print trade
L col-
offering as the opening production
her experimental "dollar theatre,"
Saturday Night and Che-
The Three Sisters. Both had
There has always been so
i on view, whether eighteenth or
nineteenth century caricatures or Jap-
color prints. Many a struggling
etcher has hung his first ex-
hibition here and thereby been started
i successful career. A short time
Goodspeed's expanded to the ad-
joining building to provide more space
for their showings of graphic art. After
they have arrived,
publishes little monographs





A PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORK
CONFERENCE HELD IN BOSTON
The following account was written bj
the two representatives invited frorr
Wellesley to attend the Psychiatric So-
cial Conference, Eleanor C. Nelson
1927, and Helen Wood, 1928. and give;
of field covered by this
The Boston group of the American
Association of Psychiatric Social work-
Saturday, May 13th and 14th, for rep-
resentatives from Wellesley. Smith, and
Boston University. The purpose of the
demonstration was to show the varied
opportunities which the field offers, and
to give an understanding of its great
and growing importance.
The demonstration began with two
conferences at the Psychopathic Hos-
pital. Miss Suzie Lyons, their Social
Work Supervisor, sketched the develop-
ment of this branch of social work.
Mrs. Ada Reeves Joyce of the Brook-
line School System, explained the new
and developing use of the psychiatric
worker as a visiting teacher. The morn-
ing was concluded by a visit to the
Children's Hospital where Dr. Crowth-
ere, their neurologist, and his assistant,
Miss Wort, a psychiatric social worker,
described typical cases of incipient
mental disorders with which they deal.
The work here is done only with medi-
cal or surgical cases, which come into
the hospital. While very significant
work is being done, the complicated
cases are referred to
SOCK AND BUSKIN
[Continued from Page 3, Column 3)
pleasantly suggestive. We would be
mow how other colleges
mpressed with Brown's pro-




In the afternoon the representatives
attended a case committee meeting at
the Judge Baker Foundation. The
clinic under the direction of Dr. Wil-
liam Healy, is the only one of its kind
in Boston, and is rendering very valu-
able services in studying delinquent
adolescents.
The demonstration terminated Sat-
urday morning with two conferences
at the Psychopathic Hospital. Miss
Donahoe, the Mental Health Superviser
of the Boston Community Health Asso-
psychiatric training for visiting nurses.
Miss Donahoe is a pioneer in this im-
portant field which includes the train-
ing of the nurses and the actual mental
hygiene service to the public.
The conference closed when Miss
Foster of the Habit Clinic explained
the work done with children of pre-
school age. in correcting and preventing
The demonstration was particularly
illuminating in two respects. Even
most educated people have an unfor-
tunate tendency to regard mental di-
sease as something of which to be
ashamed. This point of view places
tremendous barriers in the way of the
Psychiatrist and Social Worker, who
are trying to raise the treatment of
mental diseases to as high a standard
as the treatmem of physical disi-ases.
The second striking impression ma
by the gre
field,
in Fez which is per-
only city left in the world still
nspoiled by the all-invading
Occident. Some preliminary knowledge
would be essential. There is
offered, but the cost of living
high in Morocco, and the
position is one that appeals to the sym-
for tortured and helpless ani-
and to ths spirit of adventure.
The open letter, posted on the Senior
Bulletin Board, gives further details.
ART EXHIBITS
(Continued from Page 5, Column 5)
exalted music well performed.
Professor John P. Marshall. Dean of
the Chapter, explained the object and
aim of the Guild in a brief an-
ncement. Its purpose as an associ-
n of organists is to elevate the
of organ music in church
maintain
Founders, Fellows,
ry Associates and Colleagues. Col-
leagues are organists in good standing
recommended to the Guild and voted to
membership by the Executive Commit-
Colleague must take an ex-
it in thus puffing Goodspeed's. No
is owned and the bookshop is en-
beyond the need of such devices.
But. situated in a little side street
Ashburton Place) back of the
capital, Goodspeed's is one of the most
and profitable places in
pend three-quarters of an
theatre time.
E. H. W.
examinations are for the puiy""-?
of raising the standard of musicianship
among organists. Professor Mac-
The aims of the local Guild are two-
aid, the promotion of social intercourse
niong organists by maintaining a cen-
Esr in Boston and by holding an annual
dinner and the conducting of services
organ recitals throughou
ACADEMIC COUNCIL
Last Thursday afternoon at 4:40
arp the Academic Council met at 124
Founders Hall and at Alumnae Hall.
wise photographer that knows
where to go. But perhaps he only fol-
the crowds, for once annually the
student body actually turns out—to
grace the last activity remaining to
e Senior Class in an era which makes
point of lightening its labors in the
ring term. As sport it is a bit cruel.
sport ought to be at best, and we
like it. We learn, too. oh so much!
e the inner working of the faculty
mind glaringly revealed. The mys-
of faculty meetings are rudely
probed. We learn how chivalrous the
npul.t per
mysteries
We j - Mill i
dark as to the distil
Proctor and Plato and i
the faculty (how discreet we are!)
e doing at the fire. But how we
e seeing Miss Hart, Miss Scuddeiv
.
Proctor, Mr. Mussey, Mr. Smith
Miss Tufts, Miss Orvis, Miss Thompson
ne of the Big—big as
funny! All were go<
Mr. Mussey actually had a smile; J
Proctor looked the part complete
Miss
looking
others. Miss Newell was i
cellent study in still life.
birds were broug]
its application to the lives of everyone
because there are few persons who at
some stage in their development would
not benefit by the services of some ont
psychiatrically trained. The possibili-
ties of this field of work are limitless
Even now there exist many more op-
portunities than trained workers to fill
them. Any girl with one or two years
adequately remunerative and really sig-
Humane Work in North Africa
A letter has been received by the
Personnel Bureau from Miss Bessie D,
Cooper of New York, soliciting interest
among the graduating class in humane
work for animals in Fez, Morocco. Her





md Mr. Barr was delight
were magnificently done—
at modern art. Mr. Proc-
)f the admirable statistics
Mr. Walter Smith
Fii'^lami. The : : here at the Col-
ganists who played here were
Raymond Robinson, Edith Lang and
Herman Loud. The most beauti-
' the three selections was Bach's
nne's Fugue, a stately, elevated
of organ music by the greatest
gan composers, played by Mr.
Mr. Loud put tremendous
enthusiasm into his spirited
rendering of Dr. Mathew's Paean. An
interesting piece of Programme Music
the composition played by Miss
Lang, the Liszt "St. Francis Preaching
the Birds" in which there was nc
mistaking the birds' warbling through'
it.
The large choir under the direction
Professor Macdougall contributed
ng a number of anthems ranging
style and tonality from Beethoven
iward Shippen Barnes who played
;re last year. Solo parts of the se
;tions were taken by Ruth Cooper
id Lydia Creighton.
Even the hymns sung were chos
. into the high musical standard of
e whole. Selected from Wellesley
.tions of Professor ]
Wellesley has a choir to be proud i
he would, however, be happy to ha
ich distinguished organists here
COLLEGE NOTES
The Freshman-Sophomore Liter
ub discussed original writing a
meeting held Friday, May 20. Mildred
Kenyon '30. S. Smith '30. Agnes Addi-
Huse '29, Ewart Kellog '29
papers, and Katherine
Wiehe '29 recited a poem.
Miss Marjorie Henry, formerly of the
French Department, has just obtained
degrees from the Sorbonne.
vas a study of the author,
Stuart Merrill, who wrote in French.
On Thursday, May 19, Mis. Brandau
gave a dinner at Wood Cottage in hon-
or of the newly elected class and so-
ciety officers.
Miss Bushee of the Spanish Depart-
ment gave a dinner on Monday, May 16,






boots little to repeat t
produced
that fire is often caused by spontan-
perfection. It
! jokes, and we
to publish the
cast for those who failed to penetrate
the disguises. But we have a list on




The vesper service conducted by the
New England Chapter of the Ameri-
can Guild of Organists in the chapel
on Monday evening was a model one
Gardens of the Seventeenth Century
was given by Miss Manwaring of the
English Composition Department in
the Botany lecture room Wednesday,
May 25.
Robert Browning's daughter-in-law
spoke Tuesday afternoon in the Brooks
'27 Helen Cornell Powers to Robert
Thomas Pottinger. Princeton '24, Har-
vard Medical School '28.
THE CHOICE OF
MILLIONS OF WOMEN
/T is because COTY FACE
POWDERS are so perfect in
quality, so satisfying in the
loveliness they give, so luxur-
ious in their intense, lasting





for July, August and September. A
furnished 8-room house, 4 fireplaces,
2 baths, screened-in porch, opposite
the College Golf Links. Rent very
reasonable. Write to Mrs. G. Viga-
nette, 38 Dover Road, Wellesley.
School of Library Science
THE DREXEL INSTITUTE
SPEEDWRITING,
in Gregg and Pitmai
or telephone Helen E. Thornton,
8 Concord Terrace, Framingham. Telephone 1320
nd, for note-taking and office
irned in three months or less.
be given in Wellesley. Lessons
For further information write
Shorthand and Typewriting,
ROOMS FOR COMMENCEMENT
MRS. A. E. DRAKE 12 Roanoke Road
WELLESLEY 0617-M
THE GIFT SHOP CHARMING
MARY G. MORRISON
GIFTS, CARDS, PICTURE FRAMES
STATIONERY, COLLEGE JEWELRY
CIRCUUNE- . NESTLE'S NEW PROCESS
PERMANENT WAVING







Make your APPOINTMENT for your
PERMANENT^WAVE
HARPER"METHOD SHOP
Room 42, 246 Huntington Ave., Boston, Ma:
Opposite Symphony Hall
LEON OIL METHOD, the only method th
Given !>> CI.ADVS I. RVAN who w:<s ivith I
the lLnper Method Shop in Wellesley.




BELIEF IN IDEALS OF YOUTH
older generation who
look askance at the youth of today
be somewhat reassured by a <
which was recently adopted by forty
undergraduates of the University
Michigan attending a house-party
the discussion of personal religion. r
creed undoubtedly expresses the sei
ments of many other students and
is pointed out, should "help conec
wide-spread suspicion that all a
puses are jazz-mad." The gist of
-We believe in the right-mindedr
of youth. If we do not obey all the
traditions of an earlier generation,
hope to bequeath, nevertheless.
hoods of conventionality. le:>s jauUv of
the habitual hypocrisies of self-satis
fied piety than some of our forefath
; deepest truths by
in this year of our Lord.
"We believe in authority and i
conceive of a solid social order v*




of thoughtless habit. But they do ad-
mit the authority of an intelligent con-
science corrected by wise reference tc
the mind and judgment of an intelli-
gent public, and the authority of scien-
tific conclusions and of inner and mys-
tic influences.
The creed continues, in part:
"We believe in spiritual religion. By
this we mean a deference to. and a rev-
erence in the face of, a world of invis-
"We believe in evolution. The infin-
ite Spirit is overruling the course of
time for high ends and for moral
ing of the gleam, an imitating of Jesus,
and a befriending of every human
brother. Our prayers and our living
we devote to the service of the greatest
good to the greatest number. Thus we
hope to be of use to man and accept-
CONCESSIONS ARE ALLOWED TO
FACULTY ON PASSPORT DATES
The Boston office of the Passport
Service asserts that a recent ruling of
the State Department permits members
of the faculties of colleges and univer-
sities an extra' extension of two years
on passports which were valid in July,
The prevalent opinion that it is the
fault of the United States that the cost
of visas is so high is contradicted by
the fact that President Coolidge re-
cently made a proposition to various
European countries for a reciprocal
abolition of visas. Germany w:i
RUSSIAN STUDENTS WELCOME
FOUR GROUPS FROM AMERICA
A year ago this June a handful
American students whose intellectu
curiosity had run away with the
slipped quietly out of New York ha
bor on an eastbound Cunard steami
There weeks later when the same group
aliehted on the station platfon
Moscow they found, somewhat to
surprise, a large crowd of Russian
students, officials and newspaper
porters there to welcome them. At
face the
sian student who
because he could i
the Soviet Union ii
miles in European Russia. They were
received in universities and factories,
villages and government offices; every-
where they met with the utmost cor-
diality. They were constantly surprised
by the facilities put at their disposal
for the investigation of all sides of life
in supposedly the most secretive coun-
try of the world.
This year, largely as a result of the
ment of students, the National Studeni
Federation of America has arranged
through the courtesy of the Society for
Cultural Relations with Foreign Coun-
of the U. S. S. R. and the All Rus-
Central Students Bureau for four
the Soviet Union dunng July and Aug-
ust. The technical organization work
is being done by The Open Road, Inc ,
2 West 46th Street, New York City
Each tour will be headed by an Ameri-
can whose qualities, interest in and ac-
quaintance with Russian affairs equip
lim for such leadership.
The first group, the Five Cities Tour
5 led by Mr. Louis Fischer who has
pent several years in Russia as a
newspaper correspondent. He has re-
cently been acting as Russian corres-
:nt for The Nation. He knows the
language and is thoroughly acquainted
in the Ukraine, he is particularly
well fitted to lead this group.
The Caucasus and the Volga Tour is
d by Mr. Griffin Barry, who has been
Russian three times—first in 1910
hen he was assistant to the American
3nsul in Kazan. He saw the outbreak
the Russian revolution. Twice later
special correspondent
Press and the Lon-
>n Daily Herald respectively. He has
working knowledge of the lanL'tiaL" 1
id a keen interest in Russian affairs
The Volga, Caucasus and Crimea
Tour is led by Miss Hannah Pickering.
who spent a year and a half in Russia
Poland working with the American
nds' Service Committee, and a year
the Russian Reconstruction Farms
the North Caucasus. She has a
working knowledge of the language,
and is thoroughly acquainted with cus-
ms and the culture of the country.
ranged. The three weeks are spent
Leningrad Moscow and Kharkhov
All the tours have a week each in Le-
ningrad and Moscow.
COYLE MEMORIAL
That we may help to strengthen an<
prolong the inspiration of her triumph
ant life we, the members of her class i)
Tau Zeta Epsilon, desire to establish i
known as the Isadore Douglas
Coyle Memorial, to be devoted to
Aii I
ved her may join in carrying into
ie lives of others the ideals of service
id devotion for which her spirit stood.
Contributions may be sent to the
Treasurer of the Isadore Douglas Coyle
Memorial
Mrs. Bertha Cothrell Lee,
170 Park Avenue,
Mount Vernon, N.Y.
SHORT CEREMONY MARKS THE
UNVEILING OF HART MEMORIA
Monday afternoon, May 23, a group
of faculty and students gathered with
Professor Albert Bushnell Hart of
Harvard outside the Treasure Room in
the library, to witness the unveiling of
the memorial tablet to Mary
Hart, of the class of 18
Hart delivered a short address. The
tablet is a bronze cast of the original
in Fhe Cathedral at Regensburg, which
pleasure on a Danube trip they made
many years ago. It is the work of Peter
Fischer, a sixteenth century artist,
whose workshop was like the studio of
Albert Durer, visited by every prince
and potentate who came to Germany
Like Durer. Fischer is eminent as ont
of the men who brought renaissance arl
to Germany. The gate in the tablet ha;
distinct classical lines. All of Fischer';
been admired and studied by subse-
quent artists and critics. This tablet,
Christ talking with the sisters of Laz-
arus, is representative of his best work.
The figures are extremely lifelike; the
head of Christ especially has depth of
The memorial is singularly appropri-
ate. The original commemorates a gra-
cious German lady of the sixteenth
century, who like the Mary of the
Scriptures, chose the good part. Mary
Putnam Hart likewise chose the good
part. She distinguished herself in her
college days as a scholar, and her schol-
arship persisted after she left Welles-
ley. The inscription on the tablet,
done in Old English letters, reads: "In
the year of Our Lord 1924 on the
twenty-eighth day of October died the
Hart, a daughter of Wellesley College
in her class of 1882. The Lord be with
her spirit, Amen. Mary hath chosen
the good part, which shall not be taken
Following the drawing of the veil by
Miss Tufts, Miss Pendleton expressed
the gratitude of the college for the
impression of Mary
Putnam Hart, formed when they were
both in college, and Miss Putnam called
coming a freshman. Professor Hart
said that he was pleased with the set-
ting given the tablet, as it has better
light than in its place in the darkness
of Regensburg Cathedral.
STUDENTS MEET AT SYRACUSE
IN MODEL LEAGUE OF NATIONS
nnicnt in intcrnannnal
which 11 colleges and
New York State sent
arations for the reports they were
scheduled to present and for discus-
sion of them. The Christian Science
Monitor for May 21 gives an account
of the assembly:
"A marked feature of
; to ]vas the ability of the .
ect themselves into t
he countries they represented
.peak from the point of view c
ountiifs with sympathy and
itanding. This was shown not merely
mi di-lxue
end of the assembly.
"The gathering was made realistic by
the large number of foreign student
who served on the delegations repre-
senting their native countries. The
Chinese students moved a series o
resolutions calling upon the powers t<
abrogate unequal treaties imposed ii
the past. An interesting discussion fol
lowed, and the Chinese delegation wen
forced to go through the valuable ex-
perience of defending their credentials
which were challenged by the delegate
"The leader of the delegation from
India presented excellently the Indian
point of view in regard to immigration
A Persian gave a touch of realism b>
speaking in Persian and having hi;
speech translated into English. A Ko-
rean and a Filipino were able to ex-
press the Asiatic point of view on some
items of the agenda from the vantage
ground of the Siamese delegation
which they had chosen in the absence
of their own countries from the League
"A novel educational feature of thi
undertaking was its dramatic presenta
tion of the League of Nations in action
actual league procedure being followed
as closely as possible in arrangement of
the hall, seating of delegations, ele
of officers, the president's address,
its translation by the French i
preter, presentation of reports of
mittees, and conduct
lowing a well planned agenda.
Bon Voyage Flowers
To cany your best
wishes and love to the trav-
eller there's nothing like
flowers. When lonsome-
THE FLORIST
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of the $30,000 Coca-Cola prize c
test—out this month in the follow-
ing magazines
:
The Saturday Evening Post. . May 7
Literary Digest May 14
Collier's Weekly May 21
Liberty May 14
Life May 5
Keep your eyes open to Coca-Cola adver-
tising for the next three months— in these
ma^a^ines, mam novspapc^, powers and
outdoor walls and si^ns; in the displays in
dealers' show window* and in soda fountain
and refreshment stand decorations.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
CALENDAR
May 25: 8:15 A.M., Morning Chapel.
Miss Seal Thompson will lead.
4:40 P.M., Botany Lecture Room,
Miss Manwaring of the Department of
English Composition will give an illus-
trated lecture on "The Romantic Gar-
den of the 18th Century." All are in-
May 20: 8:15 A.M., Morning Chapel.
Miss Elsa Feichtinger, Una, will lead.
3:30 P.M. (promptly! Spring Field
Day. The following events are listed:
tennis finals, lacrosse, baseball, inter-
class track meet, ai
M.ld (i.-lrl
. M., Morning Chapel
Table, Wednesday.
If rainy the play w
8:00 P.M.. Billir Hall.
ation Recital by Miss Jean Wilder,
piano, and Mr. Albert Foster, violin.
All are cordially invited to attend.
May 28: 8:15 A.M.. Morning Chapel.
President Pendleton will lead.
May 29: 11:00 A. M., Memorial Chap-
el. Preacher, Dr. Gordon B. Wellman,
of the Department of Biblical History.
There will be no vesper service.
May 30: Memorial Day. Holiday.
May 31: 8:15 A.M., Morning Chapel.
President Pendleton will lead.
7:15 P.M., Chapel Steps. All-College
Song Competition.
8:00 P.M., Billings Hall. Rev. Dun-
stan Dobbins of the Order of St. Fran-
cis will lecture on "The Catholic Church
and Mysticism." (Department of Bib-
lical History)
June 1: 8:15 A.M., Morning Chapel.
Rev. Stanley Ross Fisher will lead.
MARRIED
'20 Lucia Pierce Barber to Mr. Clar-
ence Edward Howard, May 21.
"24 Katharine Winthrop Knaebel to
Mr. Wilfrid Wedgwocd Bowen, May 14.
BORN
'19 To Ellen Armstrong Penfound,
a son, Theodore Squires, May 13.
'24 To Lillian Marshall Hills, a son,
Marshall, May 7.
DIED
'06 Margaret Little Waller in Palo
Alto, California, in March.
WELLESLEY GIRLS SIGN THE
PETITION FOR PITY'S SAKE
A petition to save the life of Stone
Hall, a last stronghold of tradition, is
undercurrent in the college. It may
have had its source in the in-
Council held in Alumnae Hall
last Thursday, just a week ago, where
a very enthusiastic audience expressed
the college tendencies. From the point
af view of education, the acknowledged
purpose of the college. Stone Hall
hould remain. Future students will
iot appreciate the collegiate Gothic.
ense of values by the admirable ming-
ing of Gothic with Mid-victorian Gro-
esque. As a landmark. Stone Hall
las been of inestimable service to mar-
ners on the lake. In its present state
: is a noble ruin, such as America, a
l'owtum; blow the beauty spot
it could be utilized. Some of the
suggestions voiced in the Senior Aca-
demic Council could be carried out
equally well in Stone as in a new dor-
mitory,—the bird sanctuary, for in-
-. As an outdoor home it would
:ellent for those who enjoy a hy-
gienic regimen. The top floor would
an excellent observatory. The
one imagines Stont
i a nucleus of unique tradition in fu-
There is another suggestion, whict
>mes perhaps from too generous peru-
i,l of the Vassar Miscellany. Since H
as while "No Smoking" siuns adornec
the :roof went up in
; opposite effect
WELLESLEY ASTRONOMER PLANS
WORK AT LICK OBSERVATORY
Miss Lois T. Sli.ciim. InM.rtK.im-
.s accepted
year at the Lick Obser-
University of California.
She will spend about a third of her
'ear in research work at that Obersva-
ory, which is situated on the peak of
tfount Hamilton. 4000 feet above the
ea and about 50 miles from San Fran-
Students" Observatory of the University
Berkeley. Miss Slocum came to Wel-
ley from Smith College in 1925..
1923 Five-Passenger Buick Sedan,
Very Inexpensive.





YOU can zoom the Erskinc Six
ap to sixty, hold it there, and
float down the highway with the
dodge into the smallest of parking
spired by continental ideas—body
designed by Dietrich; chassis by
Studcbaker— truly a "Little Aris-
tocrat." Trim as an oil king's yacht
—and as graceful—it reflects Euro-
Plan your summer on wheels—
in an Erskinc Sport Coupe!
ERSKINE SIX SPORT COUPE
*995£i£






and Man and Woman were
pelled from the Garden of Edei
and betrayed himself to be
. Persephone.
. and Chicago burned.
I. Devils' Bridge, Scotland.
Longfellow's Golden Legend.)
;. and saved Rome.
1. and Watt invented the Steam
formula for Rubber.
I. and Galileo formulated
principles, of the pendulum.
rlispk-o. mrnl < by
14. Luther at Rome.
15. and the Greek army took c
age (Xenophon).
16. Ahasuerus (Esther 6>.
17. and Joseph interpreted
dream (Genesis 40).
18. —Jephthah (Judges 11-34).
19. in Altamira Spain, and dis
ered Cro-Magnon paintings.
20. and Raphael painted his
donna delta Sedia.
21. and wrote a story. (Besant and
Jameson Novel Writing.)




t of youth on a
holiday, crowding each moment with life.
I The Glorious Adventure
i
jg
From abundant new experience
» in the footsteps of Ulysses
(fi
this irrepressible young man
[2 presents a glamorous companion
Royal Road to Romance |
The Sorority
of Smartness
O T ' 5" Na When a rollicking breeze
flirts with the^skirts, and
1^7 Spring flowers dance along the'high-
ways... you think of
frocks to express your
gaiety.
And if you've been initiated
into the sorority of smartness,
you hurry in to the College
Shop to find them.





BOOKS OF POETRY in Fine Bind
ILLUSTRATED BOOKS
(Eommetuement ($ifts




The Royal Fruit Store
Latest Novelty — Trojan Bracelets
ERNEST FORSBERG
Opp. Blue Dragon Tel. 1345-M
EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHY










112 West 11th St. New York City
Printing
We specialize in ScKool
and College work. Our
many years experience in
handling this class of
work makes it possible





With the New Nestle Circuline Method
your hair is tested in advance to assure perfect re-
sults in the end, either by the Nestle Text-o-me-
ter, or by sample waves on the back of your head.
GRACE TAYLOR
Marinello Shop Wellesley, Mass.
Vellesley 442-W
